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Abstract 
Nowadays business environment is characterized by the spreading of the democratic sentiment, rejection of foreign dominance 
by force and importance of the economy in the fate of nations. One of the relevant measures to that regard is given by the 
development of the EUROZONE, where different countries share a common currency, the EURO. The move was considered 
initially as something foolhardy by economists, as different countries strung together in the zone, displaying pretty different 
economic performances, whereas the common currency would require, from an economic point of view, a convergent behavior. 
But politicians thought that they could risk a similar move in Europe, which was during history thorn by confrontations and wars, 
like World Wars I and II and several others before. Their idea was that the move could finally contribute to the peace between 
countries in the area. The results obtained until now, gave right to that kind of political foresight, whereas the economic problems 
created by grouping together countries with different economic performance was considered possibly tackled afterwards at 
insurgence. Discussions and measures, carried out within the common Brussels institutions were able to create common funds to 
be used in order to help the countries to solve their insertion and adaptation. The funds are collected from the club members, on 
the basis of each one’s economic strength. A clever aspect of the EUROZONE is given by the fact, that it is constituted by many 
different countries, which together decide about the problems arising between them. Therefore there is no individual actor to take 
the decisions, imposing them on the members in difficulty but mostly group stances. Of course, the economically stronger 
countries have more influence, but this is true only at informal level. The most striking example of this situation is shown by the 
so-called GREXIT, the possibility that Greece, because of its underperforming state, economic and financial management, would 
have to leave the EURO. But, as can be witnessed by daily chronicles, it looks that even the Greek, who until now seemed not be 
able to do it, don’t want that kind of final result: they understood that GREXIT would be a more tragic result than GRESTAY! 
But in order to stay, they must improve their state and finance management, introducing reforms, imposed by the EUROZONE 
institutions, even if with “ach und krach”, like it is said in German language. In such an environment companies must strive with 
their strategies. Several examples are given of successful results to that regard. 
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1. Some Considerations About the Recent Economic Environment 
The trend to democracy, i.e., a major involvement of the whole population in the, so called “res publica”, the 
public welfare decisions, was always a desire of mankind, as each member of society would like to intervene about 
its general common aspects, but in the past, it was present mostly in simpler tribal circumstances, when few 
members of the society sat around a camp-fire, discussing their common problems. In more complex societies, 
which developed later in history, the trend was hindered by the lack of media, enabling the bridging between single 
member decisions and the whole. For instance, in Classical Athens that kind of desire came to expression, but 
democratic decision-making was restricted only to an upper part of the city-state population (Kagan, 1998). In those 
times therefore, democracy couldn’t have a long historic endurance, so that only few centuries later in Rome, 
republican ruling was substituted by the imperial one, with Caesar, and his nephew Augustus, cutting off the ties 
connecting the ruled and the ruling, and elevating themselves above common citizenry to a proclaimed divine level. 
A testimony of this can be found in the German use of the personal name CAESAR, pronounced onomatopoetically 
as KAISER, i.e., emperor, defining (Dahlheim, 2013) thus the highest function of that kind of traditional society.  
Democracy has become more permanent in modern times, with the introduction of nationwide elections and the 
extension of media information and voting rights to the whole citizenry, excluding nobody, hence the single member 
being able to check closely the deeds and fate of the powerful on the top of society. Democracy is contradictory to 
despotism, either domestic or foreign, this being the very reason for invasions not being in accordance with current 
feeling and evaluation of facts and deeds in the international policy realm. A given domestic population feels an 
invasion like a foreign tyranny, whereas in the past, they were an almost usual part of the historic narrative. One 
example from the very last days: an important American public person, former member of the CIA, the American 
spy agency, was suggesting the US not to intervene directly in the war against ISIS, the Islamic State, leaving that 
task to the Islamic community itself. Instead of direct intervention, if possible, such efforts should only be backed 
from outside, as the understanding and treating of JIHAD should remain a problem of the religious feeling of the 
members of the Islamic society itself, which should alone decide how to behave to that regard, a sentiment which is 
hardly understood by outsiders. The question is: should Jihad be considered as a soul movement of the individual, or 
confrontational against others? Six or seven hundred years before Mohammed, Jesus had said: “love thy neighbor 
like thyself”, nobody excluded, no matter what his or her religious beliefs are, cutting off, at least in principle, any 
confrontation against others. As a matter of fact, he died on the cross, in order not to start wars against others, but on 
the contrary he never prohibited oneself conversion. In general, human beings long for democracy, as it consents 
even to the humblest of them, to have a say in running public affairs, the so called “res-publica”, which is important, 
if one doesn’t want to be confined to a mere private dwelling. It is a form of government, which, I believe, has been 
spreading step-by-step worldwide, even though the process may be accompanied with painful convulsions and 
convolutions, like we can witness every day. If somebody stays on the top of social power, it could be more at hand 
for him to eliminate those, who have an oppositional thinking and behavior, rather than change himself. Therefore 
we can still observe many places where local policies resist the advancement of democratic ways and behavior. 
Let’s take an example with what is happening just now, not far from us, in Ukraine or Russia. 
How can we determine if democracy is really present and functional in a given country (Bartels, 2008)? We 
would say that its presence could be affirmed, if the entire population has the chance of electing representatives 
staying at government for the period forecast by law terms, plus descending from their positions at deadline. If such 
elements are lacking, the suspicion of undemocratic behavior becomes substantial. 
2. Pitfalls of Democracy 
Democratic governance has also its pitfalls, the main of them connected with the fact that incumbents, in order to 
be elected, make promises to would be voters, out of the real possibilities of a given country (Osterkamp, 2011). The 
promises have a financial lapel, as almost everything on earth that is realizable is connected with some cost burden. 
In advance, it is difficult to establish the limit to which an incumbent can go with his promises. Especially in less 
experienced democracies, the trend is to advance vows, with the hidden idea, that after election it will be possible, 
somehow, to manage the occurrence for the best, counting also on the fact that populaces bear forgetful memories. 
In Italy, for instance, a former Prime minister, in order to be elected, pledged in several electoral occasions, the 
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cancellation of the tax on the first home, even if Italy is the country with the 3rd highest public debt on a worldwide 
scale, in 2013 it reached 133 percent of the GDP. A bit of caution would have suggested maintaining the tax 
revenues versus expenditure, not to risk the increase of the budget unbalance (Cameron, 2010), like it happened 
really afterwards, creating problems to the country politicians until nowadays. 
A similar situation is easier to avoid by non-democratic governments, as there is no need to make promises to 
stay on power: the top person or persons do not need a popular selection and confirmation in order to enter and 
maintain their positions. Hence, they have the chance of controlling better the financial balance of the country, like 
it happens in many countries with authoritarian ruling (Lesch, 2005). 
Therefore, very often democratically elected rulers find themselves in the circumstance of accumulating expenses 
and costs, which tend to exceed the budget balance of the state, which is needed in order to try to reach an 
equilibrium between revenues and expenditures and creating a, so called, sovereign debt, typical for nations, which 
are considered having few bridles in handling their finances (Brender, 2012). So far, the literature of the exposed 
historical area of knowledge has been unable to show poignantly the sequence of facts and consequences, which are 
so relevant and sometimes even fatal, for democratic regimes. A particular situation is that of the ex-Communist 
countries, which entered the market economy with a non-existent Public Debt, as that kind of economic parameter 
was not contemplated by the communist system of governance and state accounting. For these countries, it is 
possible to show, that in the short period of presence in the market and democratic economic system, things changed 
a lot and after a few years, most of them exhibited a fairly high value of Public Debt, expressed as percentage of 
GDP, worst of all Hungary, which crossed the 60% limit given by the Maastricht standard, followed by Slovenia 
and Serbia. It is to remark however, that Hungary and Serbia do not need to comply with the Maastricht criteria, as 
only EZ (EUROZONE) members have pledged to do it. 
As explained above, a consequence of the introduction of democratic methods of government, the ex-communist 
rulers were not pressed by would-be voters to promise spending, whereas the democratic incumbents have to do it, if 
they are looking for voters’ preference. 
3. Debt Situations 
In a debt situation, there are always at least two parts involved, the borrower, and the lender. The last one offers 
the financial means looked for by the borrower, so that despite its sovereignty, the receiving country is never 
completely free to deal with the debt without any hindrance, as it is pressed to consider the point of view of the 
creditor, managing somehow the debt situation for the best, or worse. In case of default, i.e., the impossibility to 
repay the debt, the consequences for a given state may be heavy: loss of credibility, skyrocketing costs for debts to 
come, inclusion in the list of bad behavior and banning the possibility of using the domestic currency for debt 
nomination. If more financial means are needed, the creditors will be asking to do it by affirmed international 
currencies, the so-called “strong ones”. Therefore, it is wiser for such culprit states, if possible, to find other 
solutions, than mere default. To that regard, let’s take into consideration, for instance, the vicissitudes of Argentine 
in the last decades, even until recently, and other similar cases, like, recently, Greece (Wiggin, 2010). Until now 
Argentine was not able to solve its debt problems and so far it is still in trouble. 
If a country is totally sovereign and independent, a possible solution to the debt problem may be given by 
printing money, provoking inflation, which is then step-by-step denting at the debt. However, this is possible only if 
the debt is nominated in the domestic currency. But as mentioned, that becomes difficult if not impossible, for 
countries demonstrating low credibility as creditors would avoid the domestic money of the credit taker, or they 
would accept it, but with skyrocketing interest rates. This aspect is measured through the so called “spread”, the 
difference between the interest rate, which the given country has to pay to lenders and the country considered as a 
champion, taken as standard. In Europe, that role is normally given to Germany for its good economic performance 
on deficit and debt situations. Countries with a large debt, which are not able to solve their problems, fall very soon 
in the category of rogue states, becoming more and more difficult to handle the occurrence in an acceptable manner.  
The debt situation of a given state cannot be handled in a superficial way. Too big a debt is always a problem: the 
solution must be found in the realm of reducing expenditures, and re-entering into the limits given by state revenues. 
In order to obtain such a result, it is also thinkable to increase revenues, in particular, rising taxes, but in that case 
there will be political problems, as the domestic electorate was at the beginning fed by promises, which now, at the 
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moment of truth do not realize, to the contrary they are hit by heavier burdens. Often, in such situations, if 
democracy persists, the political team must be changed and substituted by a new one (Buttonwood, 2011). 
4. The Eurozone 
An improved variant of the described situation can be found in the EZ (EUROZONE), where the member states 
share a common currency, the EURO, which may be labeled as a strong one, guarded by the ECB (EUROPEAN 
CENTRAL BANK) and by the tradition of states like Germany, with past unfavorable experiences of unbalances 
and hyperinflation.  
At the start, the EURO was considered by economists and financial experts as a foolhardy experiment, because of 
the wide variety of economic performances of the member countries: some of them good, like Germany, Nederland, 
Finland, or Austria, some bad, like Greece, Cyprus, Ireland and some states of Eastern Europe. The engineers of the 
EURO understood this aspect; therefore, they obliged the members of the EZ to sign a commitment looking for 
convergence in the real economies of the single member states; but this is a task, which is again easier to promise 
than to perform. Therefore, a lot of traditional economists forecast that the EURO experiment was going to fail and 
that some states will have to exit the EZ sooner or later, not being able to comply with the common currency strong 
regime, because of the difficulty in keeping their accounts in a sound fashion (Martin, 2011). 
What happened afterwards, in reality, was that the EU, by creating particular funds (ESM, EFSF and EFSM, 
2010) had to help several states of the EZ, in particular Greece, Ireland, Spain, Cyprus and others, financing rescue 
operations.  
Every country of the EZ had to contribute with its money to the funds, in relationship to its economic size. At the 
beginning the lamentations were big, and many member states wanted to abandon that kind of operation, asking 
their money back. Famous to that regard was the cry of Margaret Thatcher! But at the end, after a lot of meetings 
and discussions, the operation succeeded and until now, we can observe, no state decided to abandon the EURO. 
Having at disposal a strong currency like the EURO represents a stress, but also an advantage, even for the weaker 
economies, like the fathers founders of the EURO forecast. 
5. The Problems of Greece 
The latest story to that regard, which was recently filling pages of magazines and newspapers of the whole world, 
was that of Greece, where a new government was elected at the rudder of the country, as those who have come 
forward to be elected have been promising to the electorate to get the country out of the hardships imposed by the 
EZ rules, regarding the balance deficit and the public debt. Greece’s public debt, compared to its GDP, in 2013 was 
namely the second highest in the world: 175 percent.  
As a remark, we can tell that the first one was that of Japan: 216 percent. But Japan is to that regard much more 
independent than the EZ countries, as first, it doesn’t have a common currency with other countries, therefore, it can 
freely print money, using the so called, Keynesian strategies to solve its debt problems, second, almost the whole 
Japanese debt is not toward foreign lenders, but toward its own population and business, which doesn’t have a lot of 
choice, as to accept the conditions posed by its own financial authorities. For instance, like we noted above, foreign 
lenders must take into account the “spread”, the higher interest rate based on the creditworthiness of the country, but 
the citizens of a given country cannot do it in respect to their own authorities. The international financial observers 
are therefore not very much bothered by the sky-rocket high Japan public debt, a demonstration, if needed, for the 
thesis that grouping independent countries with very different economic systems and outcomes together in a 
common currency system, was not the most wise of the ideas. It could be done, probably, only with countries 
exhibiting similar economic performances. In such a case, another important aspect is also one country’s culture: 
similar economic performances lie often also on similar cultural aspects. But, of course, economy is no exact 
science, as we may observe every day. Politics has also an important role in it. 
Another aspect considered by observers is however, that there is a contradiction between the independence of a 
country and the rules imposed by the EZ membership: democracy says that a given country voters are free to elect 
whom they want, but the elected are not free to do what they want, unless they abandon the system, in the case, 
exiting from the EURO. Newspapers were so sure that in the case of Greece this would happen that they invented 
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already a name for the occurrence: GREXIT. But at the end, until now, most of the EUROZONE partners 
considered that GREXIT would have been not only a catastrophe for Greece, but no advantage for the EZ, as a 
whole, so that they decided to keep Greece in the EUROZONE, insisting to demand the austerity measures they 
consider relevant, but also handing out some help, in the form of extending Greek debt maturities. This could be 
done also as Greece is only a small part of the EZ economy, in 2013 it was only 1.85 percent of it.  
There is uncertainty about what will happen to that regard at the end, but, in our opinion, Greece will have to bow 
its head, as in the forecast of a future GREXIT, capitals held in the Greek banks are already fleeing the country by 
daily rates. It is true that in the case of GREXIT, Greece would regain its financial independence, but it would be a 
country with a devalued NEW-DRACHMA, if Greek finance experts would choose that name for their new 
currency. Moreover, Greek economy would stay in the grip of hyperinflation, as a consequence of printing large 
amounts of paper money in order to plug the holes of the state budget. In order to avoid such an unfortunate 
happening, a better solution is to remain put in the EUROZONE, even under the hardships imposed by the “hated” 
troika, the IMF, the ECB and the EU financial government, pressing the Greeks to introduce reforms needed to 
improve their economic and financial performance.  
It is an advantage of the EUROZONE system that there is no one lonely dictator to impose such measures to the 
single national democracies, but troikas and a number of other members of the EU, like Spain and Portugal, which 
already successfully experienced situations similar to the Greek one and are able to tell to the Greek: “look, it is a 
bitter medicine, but after you swallow it, you will feel better and hopefully your recovery is on the horizon. At the 
end you will only remember the bitter taste of the medicine! We can tell you this truth, because we experienced it 
ourselves, and at the end we saw that it really works”. Why it shouldn’t be the same for Greece? Moreover, such a 
scenario was already experienced on a EUROZONE country with a cultural environment close to the Greek one - 
that of Cyprus, which at the end, after a lot of “ach und krach”, lamentations and cries, like it is expressed in 
German language, accepted the troika’s measures and is now in a stage of recovery (Der Spiegel, 12/2015, p. 34). 
6. Advantages and Disadvantages of EURO 
The main disadvantage of a given country maintaining the EURO regards the conditions imposed to the given 
state by the central EUROZONE institutions in order to reform its economy, mainly, privatizing the economic 
structures and companies, introducing flexibility in the labor rules and, in general, introducing measures, which 
create a more efficient economic environment. If such measures are hurting vested interests, they could create 
resistance by those who have been affected. Another point is connected with the strength of the currency, which 
causes increasing prices for the products exported, making the goods less price competitive on foreign markets. In 
order to meet the aims set in its main treaties the European Union has been adopting legal instruments in concerted 
action with the Member States since 2010 to foster the coordination of their economic policies and improve the 
functioning of the euro area. By introducing these measures the European Union has been eliminating possible risks 
of weakening the euro area stability and committing the Member States to higher responsibility for abiding by 
jointly agreed rules (Novackova, 2014, p. 327). 
But very recently the ECB showed that the EURO can also be devaluated, to the level which fosters more 
competition on the world markets, if growth is to be achieved also through export.  
The main advantages of the EURO can be listed as follows: 
1. The use of a strong currency, which doesn’t lose its value over time, or even gaining it, in comparison to the 
currencies of the competitors is easing domestic economic performance and trade, reducing domestic prices; 
at income parity, everybody and every company, is able to buy more goods: more buying has the 
consequence of also more selling and hence keeping the economy on the path of acceleration. 
2. The interest amount for the debt to be paid by the debtor is lower, which is exhibited by the lowering spread, 
freeing monetary resources for other developmental scopes. 
3. The common currency, extending over several countries, facilitates trade between them, making possible 
international price comparisons for goods and services and cancelling currency exchange costs. 
4. The value of the assets created by investment maintains its value in time.  
5. There is a lower cost for materials and commodities imported from outside the EZ. 
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Let’s consider this last aspect; it is an advantage, in particular, for transformation economies: raw materials 
and/or commodities are bought at lower prices on the international market; moreover, manufactured products, if 
they are finished in the given country and are able to reach also a higher quality level, find a market, because of their 
sophistication, not only because of their price convenience. An example from a simple economic area could be as 
follows: naturally untreated oranges can be sold with the label of environmental high quality. They require, during 
the growth season, work with agricultural mechanization, and needing fuel for tilling the soil and pumping water for 
irrigation, which is both cheaper having at hand a strong currency, whereas, the final products fetch higher prices on 
the market, due to their higher qualitative level. 
This aspect can be generalized: in an economic environment where there exists a strong currency, companies 
have to improve their performance by innovation of products or improved management, in order to face, from one 
side, the bigger abundance of production factors, expressed by their lower price level, and on the other, the bigger 
selling effort of finished products on the market. If they don’t change anything, at parity of conditions, they will start 
to lose, falling under the menace of national and international competitors. Hence, the stronger currency is a device 
for pressing companies and single citizens to change, seeking for relevant improvements. But not every company is 
able to perform such improving changes: under hardship, the best survive and thrive, ascending to a higher level of 
economic life, whereas the less good, submerge and often also drown.  
Some politicians condemn the membership in the EZ for this kind of hardship, but manifestly they mostly 
represent companies and members of society not able to change and improve their performance in order to 
overcome the EZ competition. Companies, which are able to solve the described problems by themselves, stay on 
their own legs, and in general do not resort to politicians for help. The opposite is true for companies, being stuck in 
their performance improvements. Some Italian politicians declared some time ago the EURO as being a “criminal” 
currency, used by the stronger members of the EZ, aiming at destroying their weaker competitors. It is true, inter 
alia, that politicians have the task of caring for welfare, i.e., taking care of the weak, but if they are honest, they must 
also take into account the quality of companies and individuals issuing such help cries. 
The economy is a strange reality: economic conjuncture, positive or negative, doesn’t explain everything about 
the success, or failure of companies, and even of whole economic systems. Some companies emerge in difficult 
times and circumstances, whereas the mediocre ones disappear. Nowadays there is a tendency of simplification, 
trying to explain everything with conjuncture and innovation, or lack of them. But examples, which we would 
describe, show that success in the reality has often not much to do with both of these aspects. 
In order to explain this appearance we will make some examples of successful strategies of companies in the 
longer historical run. 
7. Strategic Aspects of Companies 
Henry Ford was born in the second half of the nineteen century in the American state of Michigan and was his 
whole life a totally private entrepreneur, as he never, at least as far as we know, did try to lean on state or public 
structures for help.  
This is true to the point, that even in the world crisis, which hit the American economy in the years 2008 and 
2009 the company, which is still bearing his name and is owned by his descendants, was the only one from the 
American car industry troika, General Motors, Chrysler and Ford, rejecting state help, offered by the US 
government, as it didn’t want to discriminate between the three car giants. To both the other sizable American car 
companies, General Motors and Chrysler, a “financial hand” was offered by the US government, so to say, 
“socialistically” in order to impede their collapse, saving hundreds of thousands of working places. The only 
company proving as bearing the medal of free private and liberal entrepreneurship was FORD, founded many 
decades before by famous Henry. The company is still owned by the family of the founder. As far as we know, Ford 
also didn’t fire a large number of workers, like other companies, when they found themselves in a difficult situation, 
or on the verge of bankruptcy. It means that the management of FORD was throughout, so to say, pretty appropriate, 
also during the worst crises times.  
What is FORD’s competitive or, better to say, market winning, advantage? 
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It is very simple, it was the invention and use of the assembly line. To tell it like this, thing looks simple, but 
consider everything that the assembly line made possible to realize, it really changed the world, like it will be shown 
by several cases. 
 The assembly line made it possible to realize something what in old times was unimaginable, and precisely the 
fact that almost every individual person can move with his own car where he wants and when he wants, improving 
individual and common mobility. The final result of the assembly line consists namely in a price reduction of 
particular items, used by man, between them also cars, so, that almost everybody can afford them, which is best 
shown by the mass use of the personal vehicle. It is very rare nowadays to find a single person who doesn´t have a 
vehicle and use it either for job, or free time. 
If we remain in the car area, we can observe that before the introduction of the assembly line, cars were acquired 
and utilized only by a reduced number of wealthy people. 
As an example, we will mention to that regard an anecdote from the childhood memories of one of us two: his 
grandfather, under the old Habsburg monarchy in Trieste, used various means of transport: tramways, bicycle or 
simple walking. But he had a rich schoolmate from his youth, from the German high school, which he attended in 
Trieste, who was owner, or co-owner of the Trieste Shipyard, who invited him once, when they were young lads, to 
a car trip in the Dolomites. He always remembered that trip talking about it like about a wonder, which happened to 
him during his life, during which it was exceptionally nice and in particular much more comfortable, than walking 
or biking. The “automobile”, the word meaning an “asset moving by itself”, was moving without any harness, or 
pushing, crossing through the sharp curves from mountain pass to mountain pass, through the splendors of the 
mountain countryside, of course, with a driver at the wheel. At that time, only rich individuals afforded automobiles, 
as they were mounted together in the mechanical shops to custom, for every client separately. Nothing was 
standardized, like it happens nowadays. Each car and all its pieces were unique. That is to say, that each car was 
different from the one produced before and after it. Therefore, also each car was expensive and could be ordered and 
bought only by a wealthy person, who had at disposal enough economic means. 
A generation later, with his father, the automobile story run already in a different way: he was a small 
independent entrepreneur and could, already before World War II buy two small trucks and a so called “motocarro”, 
like it was named in Italian language, for distribution purposes of the items of the companies, which he was 
representing, in the place where he was living, and in its closer and more distant surroundings. He didn’t need to 
order the vehicles separately and particularly, but they were already on display in the car shop, on the basis of 
standardized production, which was running on assembly line in the Italian industrial centers. Even if he was not a 
rich person, he could afford the small trucks with the fruits of his work. Toward the end of World War II he could 
already buy also a personal car, though a small one, but which was used by him and his family with joy and benefit. 
At that time this was something rare, but nowadays, almost everybody can do it, as it can be seen, throwing a look 
around the parking lots, which are located almost everywhere.  
Where is the clue of the described phenomena? 
It lies in the fact that nowadays these, as well as a lot of other products, are produced on assembly lines on the 
basis of the general principle of standardization, which enables an enormous increment of productivity and a 
consequent fall of costs and at the end also of prices. 
One of us still remembers when he was preparing for his confirmation, at the age of about fourteen, how his 
father accompanied him to the tailor to get a new dress, for the completion of which, he had to wait more than a 
month. At first it was necessary to choose the fabric, which was stored in the so-called balls, or rolls, aftermath the 
tailor started to curtail the dress on the basis of the measures of his body and sewing it to the needed size. He had to 
visit the tailor three or four times, in order the dress to be measured and repaired. When it was finished, he took it 
wrapped in a paper and brought it home and his father paid for it, not without some worries, as the price for the 
dress was pretty salty. The price of the cloth was at the level of the monthly salary of a clerk! Today, one goes just 
to the shop and chooses an already finished cloth, prepared on the basis of standards, used in assembly line in the 
garment industry. Also, it emerged the so-called “casual” fashion, which in large part makes it easy to accommodate 
the dresses to the measures of people. Moreover, the price is formed in an amount, which is even ten times lower 
than any salary today. Nowadays, almost everybody might afford a dress for any season, cold or warm as it is.  
Times ago, we found in Koper, Slovenia, a Bosnian shoemaker, who is still making custom shoes. They look 
pretty nice, but finishing them, the shoemaker said, took him a month or two and the price of the final product, 
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which he mentioned, was from our point of view unreasonably high, at least ten times higher if compared to the 
usual shoe prices bought in average shops, where you take the article from the stand, let it out of the boxes, try them, 
bring them to checkout, pay for them and leave the shop. In shoemaking, like in any other field, standardization and 
assembly lines started to rule. Hence, also these areas were penetrated by the spirit of great Henry; and also many 
others, where modern products and goods are produced and sold. 
The Ford system did change the world and its culture to such an extent, that the Russian so called “revolutionary” 
culture, for which were engaged Lenin and Stalin, relied precisely on standardization and assembly plants. Namely, 
both wanted to modernize Russia. Therefore they copied the ideas of great Henry, without considering the fact that 
Ford was in his culture and mentality an incorrigible privateer and individualist, who wanted to have as less possible 
to do with the state and even with its money. Both thought that it would be possible to transform Russia only with a 
hard, a very hard hand, without taking in consideration the number of the victims, plus the “fordization” of the 
economy. But, if Ford was living in Russia, they would have to shoot him down on the spot, on the basis of his 
ideas. Ford would be acceptable by his deeds and performance, but not by his ideals! They were not completely 
wrong in the sense, that the transformation of Russia on the basis of companies, where production started to run on 
the basis of Ford’s ideas, made it possible to win World War II against Hitler. From all the other points of view, the 
numerous victims of the Russian revolutionary movement were unjustified, as they didn’t have any connection with 
modern development and industrialization. The Russian individuals and privateers didn’t oppose to “fordization” of 
the Russian economy, like Lenin and Stalin suspected. It would have been much better if they would have let them 
stay alive and creative, rather than to mettle them down, considering them as “enemies of the people”, a statement, 
which is in itself a stupidity.  
It is not necessary to mention that “Fordism” made it possible to become rich to Ford, as also to a wide number of 
entrepreneurs and other people. But it is a wealth deserved, as they realized something very useful for mankind! 
The next company, which strategy we would like to comment here is the famous Mc Donald’s. Also in this case, 
we shall start with an anecdote: when one of us was a younger professor, he visited often the state of Moldova, 
located between Ukraine and Romania. The university where he was working in Italy had namely common contacts 
with a University from that country, a cooperation financially backed by the EU.  
He still remembers that at evening in the center of the main city of Moldova, Chisinau, on the kilometers long 
boulevard “Stefan cel Mare”, “Stephan the Great”, former boulevard “Vladimir Iljič Lenin” the only part of the 
sidewalk lit by normal Western lights, existed precisely in front of the restaurant Mc Donald’s, where people 
crowded; everywhere else it was illuminated by pathetic bulbs, which barley dimed between the branches of the 
canopy. There, existed a gaping void, and people like scary shadows, darted from one bumpy sidewalk to the other. 
Everybody knows that Mc Donald’s is selling sandwiches of every kind and size, equipped with a patty, the so 
called “hamburger”, but also French fries and several kind of sweet drinks. 
But his role is also that of transferring in less developed parts of the world the American global culture, which 
some people, not very friendly to America, indicate simply as “macdonaldization”. The basic product of Mac 
Donald is part of the so called “fast food” system. The essence of McDonalds’s production, like Ford’s, is given by 
industrial standardization, making possible a production of quick preparation, low price and a more or less 
acceptable quality. 
The Mc Donald’s company was founded in 1940 by Richard and Maurice Mc Donald in San Bernardino, 
California. The concept of how the restaurants should be run in the whole world is due to Ray Kroc. The nowadays 
CEO of the company is Andrew J. McKenna. The company is employing in the whole world between four and five 
hundred thousand people. It looks that in the case of McDonald’s there doesn’t exist a strong dominant historic 
personality like in the case of Ford, but mainly a concept of what and how to offer, but which is winning and 
therefore also conquering the world and creating a modern empire.  
But the concept is also pretty adaptable: recently Mc Donald’s opened in Koper, Slovenia a new facility, which is 
not very different from a classical coffee shop. If needed, the management is changing the fitment, in order to 
maintain the fidelity of the clients, as lately, Mac Donald’s started to loose on popularity, especially with young 
clients. But they also maintain their traditional standards, which permitted and still permit the company a winning 
hike through the modern global world. They dispose of a large number of employees, from which some, at higher 
staff level can dedicate themselves to thinking and planning the realization of new concepts in order to adapt 
steadily to the desires of the buyers. We doubt that Mac Donald could go back to the traditional handicraft mode of 
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production, the so called “slow food”. We guess that something like that is outside the horizon of Mac Donald 
entrepreneurship culture.  
Sam Walton was the founder of the company Walmart, which is considered as the biggest company in the world, 
disposing of some million and a half employees. Walmart is a so called “hard discount”, offering products and 
articles at the lowest possible prices. Walmart’s advertising is spreading the catchword that, if you are able to find at 
Walmart’s an article, which is more expensive of the same product in another shop, you can take it for free, without 
paying for it. The sales mode offered by Walmart, was invented by Sam Walton himself, by choosing its market 
target in smaller cities of the US, neglected by other sales chains. He observed that almost all known chains were 
present in bigger cities, but in his natal city of Kansas, which was a middle-small city, they lacked. The observation 
was than generalized and he started in such kind of cities to create “hard discounts”, standardizing them in several 
ways. This was something new in the markets, which already had almost everything at their disposal. He opened 
new and new discounts and the staff people were sent on the spot, not with personal cars or other earth bound 
transportation means, but with small planes, which the company rented, and the employees needed to learn to pilot 
by themselves. That way, they observed from the above the small and middle city plans, establishing the quarters 
lacking of shops, where it would be paying-off to plug the hole with a new Walmart facility. So they were filling the 
chosen market niche in the US. Another move, was to connect by computer directly the cashes of the shops with the 
supplying warehouses, which at every instant, could know how many of their articles the shop had still at disposal, 
organizing in time the deliveries, so that Walmart’s desktops never stayed empty, that is to say, without the products 
of the given company. By using such moves Sam Walton started to expand the net of his shops in the US and 
abroad, either for sales, or supplies, which started to arrive in particular from China, where the production prices 
have been lowest, because of the low wages, but also because of a pretty good working culture.  
He tried also to land on the European market, particularly in the German one, but there he didn’t succeed. He had 
to find out that in Germany existed selling chains, like LIDL, ALDI and others, which were able to win the 
competition race with WALMART. The founder Sam Walton already passed away, but the company is still owned 
by his descendants. 
8. Conclusive Remarks 
The recent global economic environment is characterized by the spreading of democracy, which is gradually 
extending in the whole world, even with difficulties and involutions. Characteristic of democracy is the non-
imposition of foreign rule to the nations and the idea that they should evolve autonomously, by their own interior 
desires and pushes, this even in the case of the Islamic society, which is based on the middle ages idea of war 
against others, considered as apostates. But democracy has also its pitfalls, due to the fact that people come to 
government on the basis of promises to the voters, which often is not possible to realize for economic reasons. In 
such a case the elected often create deficits and debts, as they promised more than what is possible. Typical example 
of nowadays to that regard is that of Greece, where new people showed up at election, catching the votes of the 
electorate promising a complete overthrow of the relationships inside the EUROZONE. They started to assault the 
Germans, considered as those who are pulling the strings of the zone, but after a time they realized that also other 
members were hit, practically all those who already accepted the reforms proposed in order to improve their 
economic performance, like, for instance, Portugal, Spain and even Cyprus, another Greek speaking country. The 
only possibility, which remained is the so called GREXIT, or the acceptance of the bitter medicine used in the 
EUROZONE. It appeared immediately that GREXIT would be a catastrophe, especially for the Greek themselves, 
so that it is probable that they would have to bow their heads and overthrow the promises they made to their voters. 
The presence in the EUROZONE is hence an exception to completely free democracy, showing that governments 
cannot do everything what they want and promise to their voters. If they want to stay in the zone, they must comply 
with its rules. But there are also advantages to stay in the zone, which were also listed in the paper, which favor 
companies, which are working hard in order to develop its economic and financial results. But companies, as it is 
shown, particularly the bigger ones, are pretty independent in their development and they strive because of some 
internal advantages, which they have been developing, either in management, or innovation, or other peculiar 
aspects, which they are able to transform in competitive advantage. 
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